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Mains 2019 GS Test Series

Test – 8 International Relations

Structures of the Answer

1. What is SASEC program? Discuss the economic and strategic significance of SASEC for India.

South Asia Sub-regional Economic Cooperation (SASEC) is a program by Asian Development Bank and
brings together Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka in a project-based
partnership to promote regional prosperity by improving cross-border connectivity, boosting trade among

member countries, and strengthening regional economic cooperation.

Economic significance:
 Strengthen multimodal cross-border transport networks.
 Build modern and effective customs administration.

 Better connectivity
 Assists members in improving energy security - infrastructure & intraregional power trade.
 SASEC Operational Plan 2016-2025, a 10-year strategic roadmap, which introduced Economic

Corridor Development.
 Industrial growth and competitiveness, the creation of high-quality jobs, increased productivity,

and strengthening existing value chains.

Strategic significance:
 Address shared interests, creating support & ownership for the program at the policy level &

technical working level.
 Built confidence and mutual trust through various discussion platforms that decide on coordinated

actions for the benefit of all.
 SASEC road connectivity program in the backdrop of China’s ambitious BRI.
 Up gradation and widening of 65 kms of Imphal-Moreh on NH-39 in Manipur to make Asian

Highway No. 01. It will fulfil India’s “Act East” Policy and acts as India’s Gateway to the East and
promote and enhance trade link with South East Asia.

2. What is the mandate of International Solar Alliance? Explain how ISA provides excellent opportunity

for India to put itself in leadership role.
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ISA - jointly launched by India & France @ CoP 21 at Paris under aegis of UNFCCC.
ISA is a coalition of solar resource rich countries (sunshine countries) to address their energy needs and
provide a platform to collaborate on addressing the identified gaps through a common, agreed approach.

Target of 1 TW of solar energy by 2030 and mobilize more than US $ 1000 billion of investments needed
Furthermore, the ISA mandate includes:
 Promote solar technologies, new business models and investment.
 Formulate projects and programmes to promote solar applications.
 Develop innovative financial mechanisms to reduce cost of capital.

 Facilitate capacity building for promotion and absorption of solar technologies and R&D among
member countries.

 ISA became the first international intergovernmental treaty based organization to be
headquartered in India.

Leadership:

The inauguration of ISA at New Delhi reaffirmed India‟s leadership and potential to become global leader.

ISA has significant geo-political implications.
 ISA became the first international intergovernmental treaty based organization to be HQ in India.

The following aspects in ISA augur well for India‟s leadership role.

 Opportunity to position itself in a key global leadership role in the arena of climate change,

Renewable Energy and sustainable development.
 India’s institutional contribution to enable Global South become a low-carbon development path.
 India’s commitment to help developing countries in transitioning to a low-carbon economy.
 Ensuring solar benefits to be clear, tangible and based on principle of CBD along with

economically viable and support member countries in implementing policies to upscale adoption
of these business models.

 ISA will also need to be more flexible in finding partners, financing, outreach and capacity
strengthening.

3. In the era of growing multilateral economic partnership, RCEP holds key for India to carve out its own

space. In this context, discuss the importance of RCEP to India.

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership is a proposed free trade agreement (FTA) between the
ten member states of the ASEAN and the six states with which include India, China, Australia, Japan,
South Korea and New Zealand.
RCEP grouping of 16 nations includes more than 3 billion people, has a combined GDP of about $17
trillion, and accounts for about 40 % of world trade.
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If negotiated successfully, RCEP would create the world’s largest trading bloc and have major
implications for Asian countries and the world economy.
Key features of the RCEP

 The RCEP seeks to achieve a modern and comprehensive trade agreement among members.
 The core of the negotiating agenda would cover trade in goods and services, investment, economic
and technical cooperation and dispute settlement.

Significance of RCEP for India

 India is not a party to two important regional economic blocs i.e. Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
and the Trans-Pacific Partnership. This could mean losing some textile and drugs exports to countries like
Vietnam, which has embraced both the TPP and the RCEP.
India is most likely to affect sectors like leather goods, plastics, chemicals, textiles and clothing.
 The RCEP would enable India to strengthen its trade ties with Australia, China, Japan and South
Korea, and should reduce the potential negative impacts of TPP and TTIP on the Indian economy.

 The RCEP agreement would complement India’s existing free trade agreements with the ASEAN and
some of its member countries, as it would deals with Japan and South Korea.
 It would be the world’s largest trading bloc covering a broad spectrum of issues such as trade in
goods, services, investment, competition, IPR, and other areas of economic and technical cooperation.
 From India’s point of view, the RCEP presents a decisive platform which could influence

its strategic and economic status in the Asia-Pacific region and bring to fruition its act east policy.
 India enjoys a comparative advantage in areas such as information and communication technology, IT-
enabled services, professional services, healthcare, and education services. In addition to facilitating
foreign direct investment, the RCEP will create opportunities for Indian companies to access new markets
 The RCEP is expected to harmonize trade-related rules, investment and competition regimes of India
with those of other countries of the group. Through domestic policy reforms on these areas, this

harmonization of rules and regulations would help Indian companies plug into regional and global value
chains and would unlock the true potential of the Indian economy.

CONCERNS AND CHALLENGES FOR INDIA
 First, tariff barriers, which have been a matter of discontent in bilateral FTAs, particularly in the case of

the ASEAN-India FTA, will be central to the negotiations in the upcoming rounds of RCEP negotiations.
 Non-trade issues such as environment and labor are likely to be prickly as well and need greater
attention. Many Countries in RCEP want a stricter norms and standards on environment and labor issues
while India’s interest lie in liberal environment and labor norms as this makes Indian industry competitive.
India therefore should bat for liberal environment and labor norms while negotiating in RCEP.
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 India must take steps to strengthen its MSME sector, equipping it not only to survive the free flow of
trade, but also to become a set of more competitive players. Higher investments in R&D and achieving
international standards in terms of delivery are needed.

 An internal commerce ministry estimate that signing of RCEP will result in a revenue loss of as much
as 1.6% of GDP
 Finally, a major difficulty for India will be negotiating terms with China. India has to be firm and
calculative in terms of taking tough policy decisions, while working tirelessly on capacity building of its
domestic industries.

CONTENTIOUS ISSUES IN RECENT NEGOTIATIONS
 Recently in the 12th round of RCEP talks the members of the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) have, in a sort of ultimatum, asked India to either to consent to eliminate tariffs on
most products quickly or leave the talks on the proposed FTA that is being negotiated by RCEP itself.
 The members of RCEP are irked by what they think as India’s obstructionist, defensive and half-

hearted approach” that is “delaying” the result of the talks
 Some member countries, particularly 10- members ASEAN bloc, want India to take a long-term
approach and consent to eliminate duties on a higher threshold within a decade to help India get the
benefit of the opportunities arising out of Global Value Chain.

4. In the increasing multi-polar world, India’s foreign policy is directed by strategic autonomy principle.

This was signified by Indian PM at recent Shangri La Dialogues. Discuss this principle and highlight

its importance for India. (10 marks; 150 words)

Strategic Autonomy is the ability of a state to maintain independent course in foreign affairs on its‘
strategic interests especially in security, economy, foreign affairs etc. free from any external pressure.
Since independence we have been following this principle:

 non alignment led to rejection of power blocs in the cold-war era and establishment of

NAM,
 post-liberalization India has pursued a policy of multi-alignment‘ to avoid depending on

any one power.
 In the 21st century, such a policy includes engagement with diverse nations on bilateral

and multi-lateral forums for shared goals, while retaining independent outlook.
 India-USA: LEMOA, 2+2‘ dialogue, and revived the QUAD for maintaining Peace and security in the

Indo-Pacific region.
Simultaneously, India is part of SCO spearheaded By China and Russia, which primarily aims to ensure
security in Central Asia (to counter USA).
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 India is deepening ties with China through BRICS, and bilateral engagements. India however,
boycotted the BRI Summit as it violates its territorial integrity.
 In West Asia, India is pursuing a tri-directional policy with Saudi Arabia, Iran and Israel.

Such approach gains significance in an increasingly multi-polar world, India can deepen relations with
nations while being vocal about safeguarding rule based global order

 freedom of navigation in open waters,
 mutual respect for sovereignty,

 fight against terrorism and cyber-warfare.
India can simultaneously agree with a nation on one issue while disagreeing on the other. The quest has
been articulated even in the recent Shangri-La speech of the Prime Minister.

India further needs to develop its indigenous capacity in defence, science and technology, while also
working towards a democratic and rules-based international order, in which all nations, small and large,

participate as equal and sovereign.

5. What do you understand by non-state actors? Discuss their role in international relations taking into

account India’s strategic interests?

Non-state actors (NSAs) are non-sovereign entities that exercise significant economic, political, or social
power and influence at a national and international, level.  Various definitions include trade unions,
community organizations, religious institutions, ethnic groupings, universities, NGO‟s, MNC‟s and

influential individuals  in this category.
Influence of NSAs on International relations and Strategic Interests
 Major influence on state-centric international system: For example, MNCs and NGOs help in forging

the relationship between nations and provide a boost to economic growth and peace.
Similarly, “Track II diplomacy” and trans-national diaspora can cut through red tape of conventional
diplomacy and resolve intractable problems.
 Impact on development issues: 2014 Intelligence Bureau report has brought out the anti-development
role of some foreign funded NGOs in India.

 Potential challenge to concepts of sovereignty: These become irritants in international relations and
adversely affect strategic interests. For example:

 Use of LeT by Pakistan creates instability in Jammu & Kashmir
 Support of a few Canadian government officials to the Babbar Khalsa International (a

Sikh militant organization) became an irritant in India-visit of Canadian PM recently.
 Sympathy of Indian-Tamilians towards LTTE has in the past complicated Indo –SL

bilateral relations.
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So, while there are NSAs which are harbingers of growth and development and enhance India‟s soft

power, there exist NSAs which India has to be wary of, to protect its national interests and safeguard its
diplomatic and strategic relations with other nations.

6. What is Wassenar Arrangement? What are the benefits of Wassenar Arrangement’s for India?

Wassenaar Arrangement is a grouping of 42 countries, of which India is the latest entrant (42nd

member). It was established in 1996 in Wassenaar, the Netherlands. Its aims are:
 It seek to bring about security and stability
 To foster transparent practices in sale and transfer of arms and technologies to make

nuclear weapons with a view to prevent any undesirable build-up of such capabilities.

 It aims to prevent these items and technologies from falling into hands of terrorists.
 To enhance co-operation to prevent acquisition of armaments and sensitive dual-use

items for military end-uses, if the situation in a region or the behaviour of a state is, or
becomes, a cause for serious concern.

 All the members periodically exchange detailed and specific information on transfer or
denial of items or technology, both conventional and nuclear capable, to countries

outside the grouping.
Advantages of being the member of Wassenar Arrangement:
 It is a big step forward in India’s quest for formal acceptance as a responsible nuclear

power and membership of Wassenar strengthens India’s credentials as a responsible
nuclear power even though India is a non-signatory to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Treaty (NPT).
 It shows acceptance of India, by the international community, as a nation that it adheres

to, and is invested in, a rules-based order.
 India will be able to more easily access dual use technologies and materials and military

equipment that are proscribed for non-participating members.
 India will also be able to sell its nuclear reactors and other materials and equipment

indigenously produced without attracting adverse reactions.
 It will also be in a better position to collaborate with other countries in developing such

capabilities.
 Others elite groups like NSG and Australia Group have more or less the same countries

in all these groupings, with one crucial exception. China, which has been opposed to

India’s entry into the NSG, is not part of both the MTCR as well as the Australia Group.
So it should be easier to get into the Australia Group.
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 Since more and more countries are signing on to India’s steadily strengthening
credentials in the nuclear area, there is hope that a fresh momentum will be imparted to a
future bid for the NSG.

7. Recently held Wuhan summit gives new direction to bilateral relation of India and China towards

better understanding of areas of convergence.  Discuss in the light of recent irritants in Indo-China

bilateral relations.

Major recent irritants in India and China relation:

 India failure to gain accession to the UN Security Council and the Nuclear Suppliers
Group due to walling of efforts by China.

 Beijing's pursuit of the Belt and Road Initiative with other South Asian countries are seen
by India as efforts to surround it & interfere in India’s own backyard.

 China will be watching India's role in the "Indo-Pacific" strategy initiated by the United
States keeping China in mind.

 Wuhan summit would provide "a much needed opportunity for strategic communication at
the top level." Wuhan provided a way to mend the fence in post Doklam period.

 Increasing trade deficit for India.

 In recent years, India has drawn close to the US and Japan, cooperating with the US
over Washington's rebalance to Asia-Pacific strategy and is even possibly setting up an
Asian version of NATO together with the US and Japan to contain China.

The informal summit at Wuhan provided a much needed opportunity for communication at the top
level. The message from Wuhan is an overarching one: that despite bilateral and geopolitical

differences, India and China can resolve differences peacefully and through prolonged dialogue.
 They underscored the importance of maintaining peace and tranquility in all areas of the

India-China border region.
 On the bilateral front, they decided to “issue strategic guidance to their militaries to

strengthen communication”, essentially to avoid another Doklam-like confrontation.

 measures to better balance the ballooning trade deficit
 they attempted to reduce the heat over unresolved issues and so-called “irritants” in the

relationship, such as China’s block on India’s NSG membership bid or the UN’s terror
designation for Pakistan-based groups, and India’s opposition to the Belt and Road
Initiative or its use of the Tibet issue. For this, existing mechanisms of dialogue will be
strengthened, not allowing broader bilateral movement to be hit.
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The Wuhan summit has recommitted India and China to managing bilateral relations in a
manner that creates the conditions for the “Asian Century”. Much will depend on whether the
Wuhan understanding can prevent skirmishes and misunderstandings becoming standoffs,

as in the past. The test of that begins now.

8. Technologies have off late become an important arm of Indian diplomacy. Examine, with special

reference to, how technology can be used to enhance regional cooperation.

Technology has emerged as key field to cement diplomatic relations. Mastery over technology is

determinant of nations military and economic strength .

India using technology as arm of diplomacy - Explain with egs-

a) in Disaster mgmt. – INCOIS –tsunami

b) Climate change – patented technology under Paris Agreement and International Solar Alliance

c) Energy – hydro power development in Bhutan & Nepal and supply energy to Bangladesh.

d) IT – technology and know how – African nations

e) Nuclear technology– civil nuclear, membership of NSG. Only nation to have waive off

f) Space – South Asian satellite

g) Dams and roads in Afghanistan

9. What do you mean by Smart Power? How, in Indian context, can Smart power be used to solve many

present concerns of Indian foreign policy?

Smart Power refers to an integrated national strategy that effectively and efficiently combines both hard
and soft power appropriate for the specifics of each situation, and that adjusts as the particular threat
evolves. Full, active, and flexible integration of the diverse sources of national power is the essence of
smart power.

 India’s neighbourhood: In recent times, the assertion of China also has posed a challenge to India‟s

role. As such, India cannot compete with China in terms of its economic might or seek war with Pakistan.
However, military preparedness along with optimal use of geography, economic growth and cultural
affinity with its neighbours for shared prosperity can go a long way in bringing about meaningful
integration in the region.

 Terrorism: Asymmetric use of non- state actors as matter of policy by Pakistan. As such
judicious use of coercive options such as the surgical strikes along with measures to neutralise
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Pakistan‟s propaganda through cultural projection of India in homes across Pakistan through TV, radio
and Cinema can go a long way.
 Maritime security: Challenge through the Chinese OBOR. In such a scenario security partnership with

Indian Ocean nations, such as Maldives, Mauritius and Seychelles etc. along with cultural collaboration
through initiatives such as Project Mausam provide the best way forward.

Developing a smart power-based strategy will require the development of wholly new capabilities and the
effective synchronization of existing capabilities to counter a rapidly changing threat environment. With its

history, geography, stable polity and promising economic growth India has all the elements to achieve its
intended outcomes, however this would require optimal understanding and institutional capacity building
for deploying smart power suited to our needs.

10. India has signed neither the 1951 United Nations Refugee Convention nor its 1967 Protocol. Why?

Do you India need a refugee policy?

Source: https://www.livemint.com/Opinion/bePZQScFIq1wEWv9Tqt4QO/Why-India-wont-sign-Refugee-

Treaty.html

Need of refugee policy:
 Clearly, India has stood up and been counted when it comes to accepting refugees. It
has one of the biggest refugee populations in South Asia.
 Therefore, it is precisely the large numbers that enjoin upon India the duty to enshrine

in law how these refugees will be treated.
 In the absence of any domestic law or regional South Asian framework, India has
desisted from taking its rightful regional leadership role in this increasingly critical
matter.

REASONS FOR INDIA NOT SIGNING ANY REFUGEE TREATY:
 The reasons are chiefly security-related. The line of argument is that borders in South
Asia are extremely porous and any conflict can result in a mass movement of people.
This can have two results-
First, a strain on local infrastructure and resources in countries that are poorly equipped to deal
with sudden spikes in population.

Second, it can upset the demographic balance, a tinderbox in South Asia.
 India is home to diverse groups of refugees, ranging from Buddhist Chakmas from the
Chittagong Hill Tracts of Bangladesh, to Bhutanese from Nepal, Muslim Rohinygas from
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Myanmar and small populations from Somalia, Sudan and other sub Saharan African
countries.
 Thus, India already does its duty and it mostly doesn’t even take UN money to look after

the refugees. So there’s the no need to sign this piece of paper.
 Some scholars observe that India retains a degree of skepticism about the UNHCR. This
apparently flows from the Bangladesh war of 1971. India was upset that the UNHCR
began talking about the need for repatriation of refugees—something India had
emphasized from the very start of the Bangladesh crisis—only in June 1971, just around

the time Pakistani atrocities were causing millions more to flee to India. New Delhi felt
talk of repatriation at that particular point in time gave the wrong signals to the world.

Conclusion:
Ratification of refugee convention or forming refugee policy/law is an important ethical and
humanitarian issue as liberal democracy. Instead of being pointed to as the country that

deported thousands of helpless people such as the Rohingyas, India could actually become a
model for South Asia with regard to the treatment of refugees.

11. Discuss the prospects and problems of ‘Neighborhood First Policy’ in the light of importance of South

Asian region for India?

Importance of South Asian region for India:

a) South Asian countries share common culture, language and history with India, infact many were

part of India, and still constitute Indian sub- continent which makes them most deserving of

India’s attention.

b) Any  turbulence  in  South  Asian  region  would  affect  India  directly  because  of common

boundaries and vicinity; and India has limited headroom and choices to  deal  with  problems

emanating  in  this  region,  like  climate  change  and resulting refugee crisis, terrorism, inter-

country rivers.

c) India is jostling with two hostile countries, Pakistan and China, in South Asia, who are encircling

India by creating inroads into countries bordering India; which leave India with little chances to

ignore its neighbors.

d) This part of the world is experiencing positive economic momentum, and is set  to become the

fastest growing region in the world, which can be used by India to expand its markets for mutual

growth.
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In the light of above factors, India’s actions to reach out to its neighbors since 2014 have been termed as
‘neighborhood first’ policy. The invitation to all neighboring states by India during PM’s swearing in
ceremony, launching of SAARC satellite are some indications of this policy.

Prospects/ positives of neighborhood first policy:
 This approach is a step further and follows a “proactive foreign policy” in the extended

neighborhood. It aims not just to react to events unfolding in Asia but to shape them.
 This policy has been designed with economic diplomacy at its center. Every state visit

focuses on finding investors or opportunities to expand trade, channeled through the
“Make in India” initiative.

 With respect to all of its neighbors, India has taken concrete steps over the past two
years to promote goodwill on the lines of ‘Gujral Doctrine’ and deepen economic and
social connectivity.

 India has also expressed its willingness to develop issue-specific groupings that are not

held hostage to consensus, under this policy
 India has also become more forthcoming in providing support and in capacity building,

whether concluding its biggest ever defence sale to Mauritius, or in providing
humanitarian assistance to Nepal or Sri Lanka, in the form of resources, equipment, and
training;

 Greater connectivity and integration, so as to improve the free flow of goods, people,
energy, capital, and information which is depicted through BBIN, BCIM, SAARC satellite
etc.

 To promote a model of India-led sub-regionalism (SAARC minus Pakistan) with which its
neighbors are comfortable.

Despite an exuberant start and spirit, ‘neighborhood first’ policy has not been able to outdo the

apprehensions of neighbors against India. Clearly, then, there is something fundamentally wrong with
India’s neighborhood diplomacy.
1. Nepal: The manner in which New Delhi publicly expressed its displeasure with Nepal’s sovereign act of
Constitution-drafting; and abetted the Madhesi blockade of essential supplies to Nepal, prompted Nepal
to complain to UN.  New Delhi also allegedly attempted to topple the K.P. Oli regime.

2. Sri Lanka: New Delhi set a bad precedent by promoting the coalition led by Sirisena to defeat the then
Sri Lankan President Rajapaksa due to his antiTamil And pro-China tilt, and that too went in vain, as
witnessed by increasing Chinese economic and infrastructural assistance in Sri Lanka.
3. Maldives: India raised voices against arrest of former Maldivian President Nasheed, in reaction to
which Maldives asked India to follow Panchsheel and non-interference in other country’s domestic issues.
4. Myanmar: The chest thumping response by India after army’s operations in Myanmar did not go down

well with Myanmarese government who asked India to respect other country’s sovereignty.
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5. Pakistan: Government’s decision to use hard power tactics in the neighborhood has had a boomerang
effect, as “surgical strikes” on Pakistan have been followed by a greater number of ceasefire violations
and cross-border infiltration on the Line of Control.

6. Funds and aid: India in complete disregard of its earlier promises has also been reducing the already
limited amount of aid and loans to the neighbouring states such as Maldives, Bhutan, Sri Lanka,
Afghanistan and Bangladesh as highlighted by Parliamentary Standing Committee report on External
Affairs.

Looking ahead, India will need to further refine aspects of his foreign policy. Despite having succeeded in
utilizing hard power and realpolitik, India’s most potent tool is its soft power which must be given more
space in India’s foreign policy. Democracy in India cannot exist without the extension of the democratic
imagination to the region, hence India must respect democratic values of its neighbors for long term
bonhomie.

12. Discuss efforts taken by India to become a net security provider in Indian Ocean Region. Also throw

light on the challenges India is facing in this venture.

India moving towards being a leading power and net security provider in the IOR.
 95% of India‟s trade by volume passes through IOR + critical energy supplies.

 80% of world‟s seaborne trade passes through IOR + with potential choke points.

 Strategic location of India in IOR.
 sponsorship of security measures
 economic agreements.

India‟s approach in the region

 To secure and defend maritime interests - potential terrorist attacks coming via the sea + India‟s

economic security is linked to maritime security.
 Deepening security cooperation with regional partners: Surveillance radars in Mauritius,

Seychelles, Sri Lanka, and Maldives.
 Agreements to develop infrastructure for connectivity with regional partners.
 Indian Ocean Naval Symposium that convenes all the naval chiefs in the littoral for professional to

promote maritime security.

 Strengthen regional mechanisms in combating terrorism and piracy and responding to natural
disasters.

 Cooperation with other major powers in the Indian Ocean: Cooperation within the QUAD.
 Naval drills
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Challenges:
 Main strategic challenge due to rapidly emerging and assertive China. Inroads in Maldives and

Sri Lanka and the ambitious maritime silk route.
 The reluctance of Trump administration to show leadership in the Asia Pacific.
 Piracy, maritime terrorism, smuggling, transnational crime and drug trafficking
 Finding right balance between adopting protective and assertive policies in the Asian maritime

domain is gradually emerging as its fundamental strategic dilemma. For example, political crisis in

Maldives, US pressure due to Iran.

13. BIMSTEC has great potential in varying dimensions but there are challenges in the path. Analyze

these challenges and what are further measures required to make BIMSTEC more effective.

Potential –

Converging interests (transport & communication, env & disaster mgmt. counter terrorism),

geographical proximity and common membership – link between south ans south east asia.

Challenges –

a) India largest member – criticised to bad leadership & lack of initiative

b) ASEAN vs BIMSTEC – Asean up

c) No permanent secretariat

d) No commitment of investment in linkages

e) Media apathy & lack of public to public engagement

Measures –

a) Agreement to est secretariat at Dhaka

b) IMT trilateral highway – finish as soon as possible

c) Sub regional cooperation – to combat terrorism – implement convention of anti terrorism

d) Renewed interest of India in post SAARC dismal performance.

14. ASEAN as a regional organization has emerged as the cornerstone of India’s 'Act East

Policy'. Critically examine various areas of cooperation with ASEAN and assess why the region is

called as ‘land of unfulfilled possibilities' w.r.t. India’s foreign policy?

India and ASEAN:
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 Currently, ASEAN and India have about 30 platforms for engagement, including an
annual leaders’ summit and ministerial dialogues.

 ASEAN is now clearly the central pillar of India’s Act East Policy.

 Despite multi-frontal engagements, the prime focus continues to be the furtherance of
economic and commercial ties.

 ASEAN is India’s 4th largest trading partner. India is its 7th largest trading partner.
 The economic integration process further strengthened after the creation of the ASEAN-

India free trade area in 2010 and then implementation of the India-ASEAN agreement on

services and investment in 2015.
 Given all these, the bilateral trade and investment ties are still way below the true

potential.
 Besides, the balance of trade has always been in favour of ASEAN member countries.
 Indian FDI into ASEAN nations accounts for 22% of its total outbound FDI; far less in

comparison to the US, the EU and Japan.

 Also, the investment share is skewed, with 99% of the total FDI inflows from the region
coming from Singapore alone because of the Comprehensive Economic Cooperation
Agreement with Singapore.

 The other major Southeast Asian economies including Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand
account for less than 1%.

Significance

Strategic
 ASEAN nations are at the intersections of major land and sea routes.
 The Future architecture of Asia is going to be shaped by the US, China and India.

 Maritime boundary disputes between China and a number of ASEAN countries; claims

Energy
over South China Sea –ASEAN countries look towards India as a counterbalance against China.
 ASEAN countries, particularly Myanmar, Vietnam & Malaysia can potentially contribute to India’s

energy security.
 Oil and natural gas deposits in the South China Sea region.

Economic
 In terms of income, India-ASEAN community is roughly the size of the EU
 The ASEAN is India’s fourth-largest trading partner after the EU, the US and China.
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 India – ASEAN is slated to grow faster than the rest of the world due to a favorable demographic
profile and growing market for goods and services.
 India’s trade relations are shifting from West economies towards the East, comprising of Japan, China,

Korea and ASEAN.
 India-ASEAN linkage provides for large-scale movement of people, capital, ideas and creativity.

Domestic Issues
 The coastal states: West Bengal, Orissa, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu are looking to rebuild

maritime links with ASEAN nations to boost their own trade and economy.
 Important for development of the North East.

RCEP is a proposed free trade agreement (FTA) between the ten member states ASEAN and its six
trading partners.

What are the roadblocks?
 SMEs are a vital aspect of both Indian as well as the ASEAN economy, contributing

nearly 45% to the Indian manufacturing.
 However, a range of factors hamper FDI inflows and SMEs collaboration between India

and ASEAN countries like:

o challenges in establishing a supply chain
o poor infrastructure
o bad maritime and air connectivity
o bureaucratic costs involved in complex tax and duty structures
o licensing, and other business activities

 Complexity - All the countries of the region have differing levels of socio-economic
development, posing a challenge.

 The Indian SMEs have to adjust with a new set of supply-chain strategies to each
country's varying regulatory requirements.

 Technology - The SME sector in India is hugely dependent on foreign technologies

because of lack of in-house R&D.
 China - The CLVT countries (Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and Thailand) are emerging as

manufacturing hotspots for China.
 China is increasingly outsourcing its production to countries along the Belt and Road

project, mainly ASEAN members.
 Given the low levels of manufacturing, these countries stand to gain from industrial

capacity cooperation with China.
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India should focus on:
 Technological upgrading is pivotal to enabling the SMEs to be more competitive in the

global market.

 India's logistics sector and the supply-chain environmentshould be developed to a world-
class level.

 The ongoing projects and arrangements for infrastructure development and connectivity
should be carried on without delays.

 They include:

o India-Myanmar-Thailand Trilateral Highway
o BBIN Motor Vehicles Agreement, 2016
o Kaladan Multimodal Transit Transport Project

 LDCs of ASEAN bloc, like Laos, Vietnam, Cambodia and Myanmar, are the beneficiaries
of generalised system of preferences in US and EU.

 Indian manufacturers setting up business units here are bound to get the benefits while

exporting to the US and EU markets.

15. China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is not just an initiative for economic cooperation; it also

has a strategic importance for all the regional countries. Analyze.

 CPEC is a part of China’s ambitious Belt and Road initiative (BRI) to link China with Europe as a

developmental project between Pakistan and its all-weather friend China.

 Objective:

 Meeting the energy needs of China as well as Pakistan

 Infrastructure development of the region

 Employment Opportunities: to all sections of the society esp in underdeveloped Baluchistan
region.

 CPEC provides Pakistan with an opportunity to work closely with a more reliable friend China,
independent of Western influence especially the US.

What are Indian interests:

From the time when it was initiated, India opposed CPEC route and development of Gwadar port for
following reasons:

 The planned CPEC route passes through POK and Gilgit-Baltistan, which India claims to
be its own integral and indispensable territory, illegally held by CPEC also somewhat

legitimises Pakistan’s ownership over disputed PoK and it may lead to the
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internationalisation of Kashmir Issue which India doesn’t want. Apart from this India feels
that the high economic stakes in the project will push China to ally with Pakistan on the
Kashmir dispute.

 With the complete realisation of CPEC, China will get a free corridor to move its armour
and mechanised weapons which are a threat to India in the plains of Punjab and
Rajasthan. In the guise of securing CPEC, China can permanently position troops on
Pakistan soil not too far from the Indian

 Despite clarifications from China and Pakistan that the port at Gwadar will be used only

for economic purposes, India fears that China may establish a naval base at Gwadar to
ensure Chinese maritime hegemony in the Indian Ocean. India considers Gwadar Port as
part of China’s String of Pearls” bases, that extends from its eastern coast to the Arabian
Sea.

What can India do?

 In order to counter Chinese dominance in Gwadar Port, India has invested in Iran’s Chabahar port
which is very near to Gwadar. Also, India, Iran, and Afghanistan signed a trade corridor deal giving

India the land access to Central Asia from Chabahar, bypassing Pakistan.

 India can work on improving the relationship with Pakistan as it can provide the shortest land route
for us to access Central Asia. Therefore a good relationship with Pakistan can give a boost to our
trade relations with central Asian countries.

 India should keep in mind that realisation of CPEC is important as a stable and economically strong

Pakistan is necessary for the peace and prosperity in the region.

16. Mitigating the catastrophic impacts of climate change requires nations to reorient their strategic

relationship and rethink their international policies and think above national interests. Discuss.

Climate change affect access to shared resources, national security of many nations, border integrity of

nations due to climate refugees, trade routes (Arctic route opening), economic relations etc.

Reorient strategic relationships – formation of alliances esp small island nations. CBDR – RC should be

always there in negotiations.

Increased cooperation – Arctic five nations over snow melt issues. New trade route.

Regional relations – change in natural resources esp river waters like Brahmaputra – negotiations of river

treaty to avert any water war in future.
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Neo imperialism – agriculture land in poor African nations, MNCs imperialism – seeds costs.

Climate refugees –international cooperation – to solve the issue . also need a international law binding on

members.

Climate change is reality and in post US quitting Paris Agreement, for global cause and effect

dimensions, international communities and nations must go above national interest in cause of humanity

and make proactive policies (INDCs) to leave no one behind.

17. When the world is moving away from nuclear energy, India is embracing nuclear usage and signed

Indo-Japan nuclear deal. This deal does not only provide for better future of Indian energy security

and has also strategic significance. Analyze.

India and Japan signed an agreement for cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Both
countries took several rounds of negotiations, which helped resolve several sticky issues.
The joint document signed by the two countries lays down a roadmap for bilateral cooperation in the field

of nuclear energy.
This deal would provide for the development of nuclear power projects in India and thus strengthening of
energy security of the country.

1. Under the accord, India may reprocess nuclear materials and by-products, but cannot make highly

enriched uranium without approval from Japan. Highly enriched uranium has the potential for use in
nuclear weaponry.
2. The main opposition Party in Japan has spoken out against the bill, pointing out that since the
Provision to suspend the treaty was not included in the pact; there is no explicit guarantee to limit the use
of nuclear technology.
3. Tokyo has insisted that the treaty enables a strong response — by suspending cooperation — if India

were to conduct nuclear tests. Unlike nuclear deals with Jordan and Vietnam, however, the India-Japan
accord does not specify nuclear testing as a condition for terminating the agreement.

Importance of the deal
1. For a vast country with ambitious development targets, India is in a dire need to augment its energy

resources.
2. India's present level of electricity production cannot cope with the rapidly growing demands of the
economy.
3. In addition, India is the third largest importer of crude oil and the third largest emitter of carbon dioxide.
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4. Since nuclear energy would be relatively cheap and clean, India has to go all out to harness it. It is the
only realistic option for ensuring a steady supply of energy to manage the skyrocketing demands for
electricity.

5. At present India's nuclear power accounts for only three percent of its total electricity output, but it
wants to increase its share to about twenty five percent in the next twenty years.
6. In order to realise that goal, India has plans to build about eighty new nuclear reactors in the coming
decades. If India could count on Japan's advanced cutting edge reactor technologies, it could accelerate
India's progress in the nuclear power generation and take advantage of the convergent mutual interests

with Japan. Japan itself is in the process of boosting the export of its nuclear technologies for peaceful
uses.
7. India is the only non-NPT signatory with which Japan has entered into a civil nuclear deal in what can
be described as recognition for Delhi’s impeccable non-proliferation record
8. It is indeed a much-needed moral boost for India’s aspirations of getting membership in the NSG.
9. The signing of the deal will boost the low volume and dipping bilateral trade.

10. It will also give an impetus to the strategic military and defence relationship.
11. The deal can be instrumental in countering China’s growing regional influence and in dealing with the
uncertainty of US foreign policy after the US election outcome.
12. From a Japanese point of view, negotiations with US-based Westinghouse Electric are in advanced
stages and they have agreed to build six nuclear reactors in India. Japanese companies, such as

Toshiba, have significant holdings in Westinghouse and other U.S. and French partners negotiating for
nuclear reactors now. Signing of this deal makes it easier for such deals to materialize.
13. Japan will assist India in nuclear waste management and may undertake joint manufacture of nuclear
power plant components under Make in India initiative
14. The finance for the project from the US Exim Bank remains intact and the initiative would start in
2018.

Concerns
1. Westinghouse is caught in a bankruptcy quagmire and there is no functional reference atomic plant ––
a pre-requisite to obtain permission from the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB), India’s nuclear
watchdog.

2. Westinghouse, which was acquired by Japanese conglomerate Toshiba in 2006 for $5.4 billion, filed for
bankruptcy in March. Top Westinghouse officials visited India twice to assure that the project is on track.

Conclusion
1. This Agreement is a reflection of the strategic partnership between India and Japan and will pave the
way for enhanced cooperation in energy security and clean energy.
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2. It seeks to promote full cooperation between the two countries in the development and uses of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes on a stable, reliable and predictable basis.
3. The deal is essential for bringing a network of nuclear energy cooperation for India, especially with the

U.S. as prominent American nuclear companies are owned by the Japanese nuclear majors like Toshiba.

18. The importance of Iran for India is not only geo-economics but also geo-political and geo-strategic.

Elaborate in the light of challenges faced in India and Iran relations.

Strategic Location of Iran & Gateway to Central Asia
1. It is the only country that can provide access to Afghanistan, till now only accessible via Pakistan.
2. The construction of Chabahar Port provides a sea- land route to Afghanistan bypassing Pakistan

4. Provide access to the CAR Nations - Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan & Uzbekistan.
5. Provide exploitation of Afghanistan’s mineral resources which is estimated to be worth $3 trillion.
6. Can help undermine China Pakistan Economic Corridor and its Gwadar port impact.
7. The construction of Railway line from Chabahar to Hajigak mines with rich iron resources can alter the
power equations and end Kabul’s dependence on Pakistan.

West Asia
1. Peace in West Asia and Middle East is of utmost importance to India because of two reasons
(a) 6 Million Indian Diaspora and (b) Energy Security
2. Peace in West Asia and Middle East cannot exist without peace with Iran

Why there could be strong ties?
1. Unlike Pakistan, both India and Iran have not supported Taliban
2. With the departure of USA imminent from Afghanistan, both would want a friendly, nonTaliban power to
rule in Afghanistan
3. India is dependent on its energy security on Iran

4. Iran and India both have Shia Muslim population and have close ethnic and historic ties.
What is stopping closer relations with Iran?
1. American sanctions against Iran prevent any close economic cooperation with Iran.
2. Pursuit of Nuclear Program and creation of Nuclear Enrichment Facility by Iran makes it
difficult for India to seek closer ties with Iran
3. India is opposed to any further Nuclear Armament as it will trigger an arms race in the Middle

East and West Asia.
4. The animosity between Iran and Israel, witch which India has close defense ties with the first
Prime Ministerial Visit in July 2017.
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5. Iran does not enjoy friendly terms with any of its major neighboring countries, while India
enjoys close and warm terms with Saudi Arabia.

19. In the recently held Shanghai Co-operation Organisation (SCO), India participated as full member for

the first time. India has to understand the dynamics of Central Asian region and the member

countries of SCO for gaining the maximum out of SCO. Critically examine.

At the recently held 18th SCO summit in Quingdao, China, India atteneded as a full time member.

What India may gain from the membership of SCO especially at Quingdao?

Main objective of SCO is to work against “evils of triads” - terrorism, separatism, and extremism is in

consonance with India’s interests.
 India can learn from Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) and joint military exercises which

will help enhance combat capabilities and intelligence sharing.
 In post Wuhan summit, Quingdao meeting would surely help to revive India China relation in post

Doklam period.
 Also, China has agreed to again provide India hydrological data of the Brahmaputra River in flood

season.
 China has agreed to import non-Basmati rice from India which is likely to bridge the ballooning

trade deficit to a certain extent.
 In the hindsight, SCO provides an opportunity for the India and Pakistan to cooperate on issues

of mutual interest without bringing in their bilateral disputes. It gives a platform for Indo-Pak

dialogue process.
 Major problem in India relation with Central Asian countries is gap in meetings. SCO gives India

fresh leads to engage with Central Asia. Apart from trade with landlocked countries like
Uzbekistan through the Iranian port of Chabahar, the cultural connect and people to people
engagement will be enhanced.

 SCO provides a way to India to prove its non-alignment to the world. Being member of QUAD,

signed LEMOA with US and AAGC with Japan are overtures with West, which SCO membership
balances.

Dynamics of Central Asian needs to be understood:
 Majority of CAR are under sphere of influence of China or Russia. So, any matters affecting the

interest of China or Russia, India may not get support from CARs.
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 All these countries situation is further complicated by personalized regimes with fragile

institutions, a weak rule of law and undeveloped civil societies.

 For the resources of region especially oil and minerals, India may have to compete with China.
 The launch and expansion of the Eurasian Railroad to transport goods from China’s

manufacturing bases in both coastal and inland regions to Europe and Central Asia means any
free trade agreement will not work until proper infrastructure (like INSTC) is in place to counter
BRI.

20. The challenges faced by India in recasting its relations with Nepal needs to take into account mutual

trust and increasing Chinese in Nepal. Critically examine.

India Nepal relations have been very cordial. Both the countries share a deep cultural and people to
people contact. There has been a free cross border movement of people and traders between the two
countries from ancient times.

Challenges faced by India and Nepal Bilateral Relationship:
 Criticism of the Treaty of Peace and Friendship 1950:. The major contention was that the treaty is

in violation of the Nepali laws that prohibit non-citizens to buy properties and engage in any
business in Nepal. Some sections of the Nepalese feel that the treaty is an infringement upon its
sovereignty.

 Constitutional Crisis: A new constitution in Nepal framed in 2015 was not able to arrive at a

consensus among the people of Terai, especially the Madhesis and Tharus, who are living close
to Indian states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar.

 India’s Blockade of Nepal 2015: Nepal has accused India of an undeclared blockade. It is alleged
that India was not happy with the Nepal constitution’s exclusion of interest of Madhesis and
hence the blockade was declared. Indian Government has consistently denied any such sort of

measure officially.
 Anti-India Sentiment in Nepal: The blockade led to straining of India-Nepal relationship. As a

response to blockade Nepal called back its ambassador to India and also cancelled its
President’s visit to India. Nepal was also not happy with the way the Indian media conducted itself
in the wake of an earthquake in 2015.
 Nepal using China card to blackmail India.

China’s increasing interest in Nepal:

 China has exerted its influence in Nepal for gaining strategic advantages against India. The following
points highlight the role of China in Nepal.
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 China has provided liberal aid for building infrastructure in Nepal. China has  also undertaken many
important infrastructure projects in Nepal. For Example, China’s freight train to Nepal.

 China has become one of the most important trading partners of Nepal.

 China and Nepal are aiming for a better Defense cooperation. China has invested heavily in Nepal’s
security forces, particularly in its police and paramilitary forces. It even opened up a police academy
to train the Nepali paramilitary force. Both the countries are also planning to conduct a joint military
drill

 India’s Nepal blockade was also used by China to gain inroads into Nepal. China has given Nepal

better access to its ports to bypass its geographical dependence on India. China and Nepal has also
signed a transportation treaty which can make Nepal completely cut its dependence on India.

Conclusion:
India places cardinal importance to its neighborhood relations. Nepal is one of the most friendly and
peaceful neighbor to India. India cannot ignore the growing interest of China in Nepal as it one of the

biggest impediment in recasting India Nepal relationship.


